Abstract. By 'Noah Effect' we designate the observation that extreme precipitation can be very extreme indeed, and by 'Joseph Effect' the finding that a long period of unusual (high or low) precipitation can be extremely long. Current models of statistical hydrology cannot account for either effect and must be superseded. As a replacement, 'self-similar' models appear very promising. They account particularly well for the remarkable empirical observations of Harold Edwin Hurst. The present paper introduces and summarizes a series of investigations on self-similar operational hydrology.
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The concepts of 'low' and 'high' frequency are, of course, relative. Natural phenomena cover a continuous spectrum, in which very low frequencies of turbulence theory and very high frequencies of hydrology overlap around one cycle per day. This frequency, being fundamental in astronomy, may also separate zones in which intrinsically different mechanisms rule the fluctuations of precipitation. The same holds for the wavelength of one year. The third important wavelength in hydrology is 50 to 100 years, which we shall refer to as a 'lifetime.' This is roughly the horizon for which one designs water structures and also, coincidentally, the length of most hydrological records. The importance of this wavelength is of human, not astronomical, origin; it is purely 'anthropocentric.' Whereas precipitation fluctuations of wavelength near one day or one year may participate in several physical mechanisms, fluctuations of precipitation of wavelength near one lifetime are likely to participate in one mechanism only. Thus, the latter are likely to be simpler than the former. Now assume that one wants an approximation valid over a wide band of frequencies. It may be convenient to start by asking for a good fit in some narrow frequency band, with the hope that the formula so obtained will be applicable over the wide band. Under these circumstances, the band near one lifetime, although purely anthropocentric in its definition, constitutes in our opinion a better basis of extrapolation than the band near one year, which has meaning in astronomy.
We realize that a stress on low frequencies emphasizes idiosyncrasies. But the purpose of hydrological engineering is to guard against the recurrence of such idiosyncrasies, and one cannot afford to neglect any available information.
We also realize that, models in the BrownJan domain having long been recognized as applicable in many fields of science (beginning of course with the BrownJan motion of statistical mechanics), their proponents among hydrologists are often able to identify ready-made answers to the standard problems. Our proposed approach requires more work, but the answers appear to be sufficiently better to make this work worthwhile. Moreover, the concept of self-similarity, to be discussed later in the paper, will bring true simplicity. ' 
SMOOTI-I' AND •ERRATIC' PROCESSES
We finally come to the promised characterization of the ']3rownian domain of attraction' and of related specific meanings for the terms 'smooth' and 'erratic' time series. We need three results of probability theory, two of which are classical, and all three of which relate to averages of T successive terms of a stationary time series designated by X(t).
One says that X(t) satisfies a law of large numbers when its average tends to a limit, the expectation oeX(t), when T -• o•. This law is the theoretical justification of the common practice of taking sample averages as estimates of population expectations.
One says that X(t) satisfies the more demanding Central limit theorem in its original form when, for large T, the distribution of the average becomes approximately Gaussian, with a variance tending to zero as T -• •. This is the justification of the common belief that the sample average is likely, if T is not small, to be a good estimate of the expectation. A corollary of this is that, for large T, even the largest to a Gaussian limit, whereas 'past' and 'future' averages fail to become asymptotically independent. The importance of this latter circumstance for the hydroIogist lies in the coincidental equality between the order of magnitude of most past records and the horizon of most designs (both equal one lifetime), and in the fact that, true expectations being unknown, planning requires the determination of the difference between the expected mean flow over a future lifetime and the known past average. It is readily verified that the Gaussian models with a limited memory all assume hydrological phenomena to be 'smooth.' The Noah and Joseph effects, on the contrary, not only suggest that hydrological data are 'erratic' but also express the major two forms of erratic behavior. We shall speak of 'Joseph.-erratic' behavior when the wettest decade within a century includes an extraordinary 'term' of wet years. We shall speak of 'Noah-erratic' behavior when a few of the years within the century witness 'floods' so major as to affect the average precipitation for periods of many years within which the flood years occurred. Needless to say, a process can be both Joseph-and Noah-erratic simultaneously, a complication that we shall face much later. 'Pure Joseph-erratic' behavior will be said to apply when none of the yearly precipitations during a 'wet term,' had it stood alone, would have been interpreted as a flood.
Clearly, the word 'erratic' should not be construed to suggest a 'black-and-white' con-trast. The three theorems in question are, indeed, asymptotic, but scientific applications of mathematics always deal with T's in some finite horizon. Consider, for example, an infinite (nonrandom) series a(t). For the mathematician, the basic distinction is whether the sum Y. t=• © a(t) is, respectively, finite or We shall now characterize more accurately the idea of a 'pure Joseph-erratic' process, using the concept of 'marginal distribution,' which is defined as the distribution of the values of a process irrespective of their chronological order. We believe it reasonable to demand that, when the order of values of a pure Josepherratic sample is scrambled, one should be left with a smooth process. Thus, the marginal distribution of these values will draw a line between, on the one hand, Noah-erratic processes and, on the other hand, processes that are either smooth or pure Joseph-erratic.
The paragon of the pure Joseph-erratic is a process with a Gaussian marginal distribution. We should therefore, in every case, begin by checking whether the Gaussian marginal distribution applies. For this, in a first approximation, 'probability paper' plots are good enough. They evidently show that it is not exceptional that the marginal distribution be either nearly Gaussian or highly non-Gaussian. To stay near the land of Joseph, an example of nearly Gaussian marginal distribution is provided by the level of the Nile at the Rhoda Gauge near Cairo, an example of highly non-Gaussian by the annual discharge from Lake Albert. To find other examples of either behavior, it suffices to thumb through Boulos 
o(s), still larger under C•(s), and larger yet under C4(s). Thus, if statistical criteria geared towards low-frequency effects can be developed, it is reasonable to expect them to show the same data to be significantly closer to C3(s), or to C•(s), than to C2(s).
Our need, then, is to enhance long-run properties of a process while eliminating short-run wiggles. To do so, the best procedure .is to integrate or to use moving averages (fancier averages will not be considered here). Three methods of dealing with long-run effects deserve to be singled out. On the other hand, every specific model of the Joseph Effect, such as the fractional noise to be described in the sequel, will yield a relation between C and H, whose conformity with experience will test the value of the model. and of Hurst's range, a third way of looking at low frequency phenomena is through spectral (or Fourier or harmonic) analysis. We only mention it here to say that the spectral density of hydrological records peaks sharply for very low frequencies, as is also the case for the socalled !:• noises [Mandelbrot, 1967a] . A full discussion of this topic is postponed to the next paper. We consider such models, in which T plays a central role, to be undesirable.
TI-IE VARIAI•CE OF CUMULATED FLOWS Let the 'accumulated flow' since time 1 be defined as Z•q• X(u) and designated as X•(t). Then, G.I. Taylor's formula (see Friedlander and Topper [1961]) can be used to evaluate the variance of AX • X •(t + s) --X •(t) --Z•:,,• • X(u) --X(t + 1) ... • X(t +s). This variance is given by sC(O) • 2 Z• • (s --u) C(u), which immediately introduces a basic long-run dichotomy. When Z• © C(u) • •, var lAX •] --var [X•(t + s) --X•(t)] is

DEFINITION OF SELF-SI•VIILAR ERRATIC GAUSSIAN PROCESSES
[1968].
Unfortunately, the derivative Bu t (t), called 'fractional Gaussian noise,' is too irregular to be studied directly. As we interpolated the integral of the independent Gauss process by Browntan motion, we must now replace X(t) finite. But they destroy another property that This is precisely the form we have proposed to makes the independent Gauss process so con-use to model phenomena obeying Iturst's law. venient to manipulate. We shall now express Therefore, our models are approximations to this property in an indirect way that will make fractional Gaussian noise.
APPLICATIONS OF SELF-SIMILARITY
To apply self-similarity, one proceeds very much as in the classical 'dimensional analysis' of fluid and solid mechanics. This is no accident. Ifydrology can be considered the low frequency application of the theory of turbulence, in which self-similarity and dimensional analysis were introduced by yon Karman and Kolmogoroff (see Friedlander and Topper [1961] .
An illustration of dimensional analysis is encountered when dealing with flows of water in vessels of the same shape but of different dimensions and at proportionately different velocities. Then the calculations need not be repeated. It suffices to solve all relevant problems once. Solutions to other cases will be obtained by mere rescaling.
The application of self-similarity to hydrology is in the same spirit. Once one has per- 
